
BUCKINGHAM MFG. 
QUICK REFERENCE CARD: PN 488PR – SuperSqueeze Rescue Trainer (with replacement rope) 

This device is intended for Rescue Training only, not for human support. This device is only to be used with the Buckingham Rescue Buck or similar devices, never 
with a human. 

1. Attach a suitable linemen’s body belt to Rescue Buck.    4.    Clear area below Rescue Buck and raise it to the desired height. 
2. Attach locking snaphooks of Rescue Trainer to D-rings      5.    Attach Rescue Trainer to pole and properly adjust as that outlined for SuperSqueeze. 

of Linemen’s body belt.    6.    Perform rescue training. 
3. Attach Rope Storage Bag to Rescue Buck.  7.    Once rope has been cut, reattach as outlined below. 

 
488PR Components: (Not for Human Support)                                                          Figure Eight Stopper Knot              Mounted to the Pole 

 
 

 This card is intended to be used as a quick reference guide only, completely read, understand, and follow all instructions, warnings, guidelines and labels 
pertaining to this and all associated equipment before use. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death. 

 488 Series SuperSqueeze instructions must be used in conjunction with these instructions. If an additional copy is required, you may obtain one from the 
Buckingham website or by contacting Buckingham. 

 Only use replacement rope that is supplied by Buckingham and intended specifically for use with this product. 
 Figure eight stopper knots must be tied at each end of rope. 

 
 

 

 

 

Replacement Rope Change Out: 
 The 488PR can be used in either a right or left hand orientation. For proper rope replacement / rethreading, the rope bag must be on the same side as the 

D-ring. 
 Tape the cut ends of the rope and using desired orientation, feed through all applicable hardware in the same direction as the rope threading Arrows 

etched on the frame.  
 BuckGrabs must be properly oriented with the Pole arrow on the body facing the pole. Snaphook gates must face outward. 
 Referencing Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 as applicable, feed new rope through the 1. BuckGrab (LAD), 2. D-ring, Serrated Rotosnap Stirrup and 4. 2nd BuckGrab (LAD) 
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